Various methods of simulating wave kinematics on the structural members of 100-year responses
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ABSTRACT

The main force acting on an offshore structure is usually due to wind-generated random waves. According to the Morison equation, the wave force on a cylindrical member of an offshore structure depends on wave kinematics at the centre of the element. It is therefore essential to accurately estimate the magnitude of wave-induced water particle kinematics at all points in a random wave field. Linear random wave theory (LRWT) is the most frequently used theory to simulate water particle kinematics at different nodes of an offshore structure. Several empirical techniques have been suggested to provide a more realistic representation of the near-surface wave kinematics. The empirical techniques popular in the offshore industry include Wheeler stretching and vertical stretching. Most recently, two new effective methods (effective node elevation and the effective water depth) have been recently introduced. The problem is that these modified methods differ from one another in their predictions. Hence, the aim of this study is to investigate the effects of predicting the 100-year responses from various methods of simulating wave kinematics accounting for the current effect. In this paper, four versions of the wave kinematics procedure have been tested by comparing the short-term probability distributions of extreme responses. For all current cases, the highest vertical ratios for zero, positive and negative current cases are 1.414, 1.175 and 1.831, respectively. It is observed that even for positive-current cases, the difference between Wheeler and vertical stretching predictions is quite high and cannot be neglected. Thus, further investigation is necessary to resolve this problem and the outcomes in providing useful design information for the oil and gas industry.
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INTRODUCTION

The design of an offshore structure must be compatible to operate in extreme sea conditions and capable to withstand a variety of load types, such as wind, wave, current, gravitational load and also the possibility in facing natural disasters at sea [1, 2]. Therefore, it is essential to predict an accurate analysis and calculation of wave load effects on an offshore structure in the preliminary design stage [3, 4]. The frequent method used to calculate wave load effect on a cylindrical member of an offshore structure is the Morison’s equation [5]. To obtain an accurate prediction of wave hydrodynamic loads
that act on the structure, precise estimation of wave kinematics is needed [6, 7]. The simplest and most commonly used method to calculate wave kinematics is the linear random wave theory (LRWT). According to this approach, appropriate transfer functions can be used to determine wave kinematics at different nodes of an offshore structure from a simulated surface elevation record. However, this method has shown unacceptable results near free surface, especially for unrealistically high-frequency wave components [8-10]. To cope with the offshore industrial practice, reasonable results of wave kinematics near-surface zone are considered essential. Therefore, a number of empirical procedures have been proposed as the solution to produce more realistic and acceptable results of near-surface wave kinematics. These include Wheeler stretching [11], vertical stretching [12], linear extrapolation and delta stretching [13], while Couch and Conte [14] have offered a review of these techniques. Although each of these methods is intended to calculate sensible kinematics above mean water level, they have been found to differ from one another. No systematic research has been conducted so far to determine the level of accuracy of the 100-year response from these various stretching techniques which is the basis of the design (in conjunction with appropriate safety factors). Based on laboratory data, accurate estimation of wave kinematics can be obtained from second-order random wave theory known as the Hybrid Wave Model [15]. However, this model is very computationally demanding and not suitable to be applied in industrial practice. The model considers the interaction between wave components of an irregular wave up to the second order of wave steepness. It is referred to as a Hybrid Wave Model because of the two techniques used in the calculation. Conventional perturbation method has been used to consider the interaction between wave components with relatively close frequencies [16].

One study of wave kinematics near-surface zone was carried out to compare between some laboratory experiments and the prediction from hybrid, Wheeler and the linear extrapolation techniques [17]. It was proven that the Hybrid Wave Model was more precise than either Wheeler or the linear extrapolation methods. The results showed that the linear extrapolation methods overestimated the wave kinematics while Wheeler method underestimated it. Longride et al. [18] also made similar conclusions from the analysis of laboratory data. To overcome these deficiencies, the modified form of linear random wave theory has been introduced by calculating the effective node elevation and effective water depth methods [19-21]. The results showed that wave kinematics from both methods lay between the corresponding values of Wheeler and the vertical stretching methods. In this study, the effect of various methods of simulating wave kinematics (vertical stretching, Wheeler stretching, effective node elevation and effective water depth methods) on the structural members, particularly on the effect of current was carried out for the 100-year responses. It is essential to investigate by how much they differ from each other [22, 23]. It is shown that the differences could be significant leading to uncertainty as to which methods should be used and also their effect on the surface member.

**METHODS AND MATERIALS**

**Hydrodynamic Wave Loading on Offshore Structures**

The most widely used and accepted method for determining hydrodynamic wave loads on offshore structure members is known as the Morison’s equation [1, 24-26]. The Morison’s equation can be defined as follow,
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\[ F = F_{\text{drag}} + F_{\text{inertia}} \]  

(1)

where the fluid loading components consist of drag and inertial elements defined as,

\[ F_{\text{drag}} = k_d(u + \bar{u})(u + \bar{u}) \]  

(2)

\[ F_{\text{inertia}} = k_i \dot{u} \]  

(3)

\[ k_d = \frac{1}{2} C_d \rho D \]  

and \[ k_i = \frac{1}{4} C_m \rho \pi D^2 \]  

(4)

where \( \bar{u} \) is the current velocity, \( C_d \) and \( C_m \) are empirical drag and inertia coefficient, \( \rho \) is the fluid density, \( D \) is the cylindrical leg diameter and \( u(t) \) and \( \dot{u}(t) \) are the horizontal water particle velocity and acceleration respectively. Constant \( C_d \) and \( C_m \) values in the Morison’s equation used in this study were assumed adequate to describe the in-line wave loads for given sea state [27, 28].

**Test Structure**

Fixed platform with 35m x 38m deck (refer Figure 1) submerged in 110m water depth was used in this study. In brief, the test structure consisted of four 1.5m diameter vertical legs with 40mm of wall thickness. The total hydrodynamic load for four legs was 120 where each leg was distributed to 30 points of loads. In this study, rough member surfaces were investigated. For rough surface condition, the drag and inertial coefficients were taken at 1.05 and 1.20, respectively [27].

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the test structure.](image-url)
Pierson-Moskowitz (P-M) frequency spectrum was used to simulate various unidirectional sea states faced by the foregoing fixed platform. The following equation of P-M spectrum is defined as follow [29]:

$$G_\eta(\eta) = \frac{H_s^2}{4\pi T_z^4 f^5} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2\pi T_z^4 f^4} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $G_\eta$ is the ocean wave spectra, $H_s$ is the significant wave height, $T_z$ is the mean zero-upcrossing period and $f$ is the wave frequency.

The corresponding wave kinematics and surface elevation at different structural load points were simulated according to LRWT. Due to the wave directionality in the sea, wave kinematics were multiplied to 0.95 (as recommended by design guidelines) [27], which is the wave kinematics factor. The following response was then chosen for base shear (BS) and overturning moment (OTM) investigation as recommended by the American Petroleum Institute [27].

**Water Wave Kinematics Near-Surface Zone**

In this section, four different methods of simulating water particle kinematics at the mean water level (MWL) are discussed. A complete description of these procedures is as follows:

**Vertical Stretching**

From the LRWT, the unidirectional sea is represented as a number of linear progressive wave components of different amplitudes and travelling in the same direction with a random phase angle. Hence, the surface elevation, $\eta$ at time, $t$ and position, $x$ from the origin is expressed as the following:

$$\eta(x, t) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \eta_n(x, t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\eta(x, t) = \sum_{n=1}^{M} A_n \cos(2\pi f_n t - k_n x - \theta_n)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

For vertical stretching, the water particle kinematics were computed from the standard LRWT at points below the MWL, while the water particle kinematics were taken to be equal to their corresponding values at positions above the MWL. Hence, the water particle kinematics were said to stretch vertically by the following expression:

$$u(x, z, t) = u(x, 0, t) \ ; \ z > 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

The horizontal water particle velocity, $u$ at a point, $x$ from the origin, time, $t$ and elevation, $z$ from the MWL is expressed as the following [12]:

$$u(x, z, t) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} u_n(x, z, t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$u_n(x, z, t) = A_n(2\pi f_n) \times \frac{\cos k(d + z)}{\cos kd} \times \cos(k_n x - 2\pi f_n t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)
where $d$ represents water depth from the seabed, $k$ is wave number and $f_n$ is the frequency of wave component.

It is duly noted that the above equation is applicable only for the finite water depth condition. When the wavelength became smaller as in the case of high-frequency wave components, Equation (10) can be further simplified to fit the deep water depth conditions as the following [30]:

$$u_n(x, z, t) = A_n(2\pi f_n) \cdot \exp(k_n z) \cdot \cos(k_n x - 2\pi f_n t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

**Wheeler Stretching**

In Wheeler stretching, the standard LRWT was extended using linear filtering technique where the water particle kinematics profile was mapped from the seabed to the instantaneous free surface through modification of depth decay function. In other words, the equivalent node elevation is always ensured to return a negative value. The vertical elevation, $z$ is replaced by a reference surface elevation, $z_s$ [11].

$$z_s(x, t) = \frac{d(z + d)}{\eta(x, t) + d} - d$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $\eta(x, t)$ represents the instantaneous surface elevation at a point, $x$ and time, $t$.

Unlike vertical stretching, reference surface elevation, $z_e$ in Wheeler stretching is of the function of time and whenever surface elevation is at a higher level than the vertical elevation (or when $\eta > z$), it would then return a negative reference surface elevation value. However, when the point considered is not inundated, the reference surface elevation is positive. Since the surface elevation is below the point being considered, the water particle kinematics is measured as nil. As previously mentioned, since the reference surface elevation, $z_s$ in Wheeler stretching varies with time, thus the efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) cannot be used. This is due to its inability to establish a transfer function that is required in the direct conversion of surface elevation to water particle kinematics.

**Effective Node Elevation**

From Wheeler stretching, it is known that it is necessary to introduce a negative elevation value to overcome instantaneous growth of water particle kinematics for high-frequency wave components. Therefore, the introduction of an effective node elevation, $z_e$ that is negative is necessary, yet unlike that of Wheeler stretching, it is constant in value [30].

The basis of this method is that when the point is inundated, the constant $z_e$ value is equivalent to the average value of reference surface elevation, $z_s$ calculated from Eq. (12). In accordance to LRWT, the standard deviation of the surface elevation, $\sigma_\eta$ is equivalent to $H_s/4$. Thus, the probability of density function of the surface elevation can be expressed into the following Equation [13]:

$$p(\eta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma_\eta} e^{-\eta^2/(2\sigma_\eta^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

When the point is inundated, the average value of effective node elevation can be expressed as the following:
\[ z_e = E[z' | \eta > z] = \frac{\int_z^\infty z'(\eta) p(\eta) \, d\eta}{\int_z^\infty p(\eta) \, d\eta} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

\[ z'(\eta) = \frac{d}{d + \eta} d + z \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

**Effective Water Depth**

This recently introduced procedure is based on effective water depth, \( d_e \) rather than effective node elevation, \( z_e \) [30]. The value of \( d_e \) is taken as the average value of the surface elevation above seabed when the node is inundated (\( \eta > z \)). The effective water depth for a particular node is then equal to,

\[ d_e = d + E[\eta | \eta \geq z] = d + \frac{\int_z^\infty \eta p(\eta) \, d\eta}{\int_z^\infty p(\eta) \, d\eta} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

**Figure 2.** Comparison of water particle kinematics simulated using different methods at 10 m above MWL (\( C_d = 0.65, C_m = 1.60, Hs = 15m, T_z = 13.75s \)).

From the aforementioned methods of simulating water particle kinematics, comparison of water particle velocity profile was prepared as illustrated in Figure 2. From the figure, Wheeler stretching is notably at a much lower magnitude than of the other two methods while vertical stretching on the other hand has the highest value of water particle velocity. In the case of effective methods, it lies in between of Wheeler and vertical stretching; however, its water particle velocity profile is leaning closer towards vertical stretching, yet begins to differ as it is approaching the MWL and in the near-surface zone. Upon a closer look, water particle velocity simulated using vertical stretching increases rapidly as it approaches the MWL while abruptly becomes constant at MWL and afterward. This situation is referring to the definition of Eq. (8), where water particle
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kinematics at above MWL is assumed to be the same as the MWL in the case of vertical stretching. Wheeler stretching, on the other hand, shows a gradual increase in water particle velocity profile starting from seabed towards 10m above MWL. In the case of effective node elevation and effective water depth methods, its water particle velocity profile starts to differ from vertical stretching in the near-surface zone where it offers gradual changes in water particle velocity instead of abruptly becoming constant. Water particle velocities predicted from the effective water depth procedure are somewhat smaller than the corresponding values from the effective node procedure. In fact, there are some similarities between the water particle velocity profiles from the effective water depth and the vertical stretching methods in that in both cases, the velocity profile above MWL is almost vertical. Therefore, the main difference between the two methods is that predicted velocities from the effective water depth procedure are somewhat smaller than those from the vertical stretching method in the near-surface zone. The significant differences in the magnitude of water particle kinematics simulated from vertical and Wheeler stretching have been discovered in several previous studies [14, 15, 19, 20]. While vertical stretching is said to overestimate water particle kinematics in the near-surface zone, Wheeler stretching tends to underestimate it.

**Evaluation of Offshore Structural Response by Time Simulation Procedure**

The evaluation of the offshore structural response values by time simulation procedure is as follows [31, 32]:

i) Identify the appropriate frequency wave spectrum (i.e. Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum) based on the location of the offshore structure.

ii) Generate surface elevation based on the appropriate frequency wave spectrum at an arbitrary reference point for a given period of time using Eq. (7).

iii) Compute the components of water particle kinematics (velocities and accelerations) at each node elevation using the appropriate transfer function and account for the intermittency load at the member of the splash zone. In this study, the Vertical stretching, Wheeler stretching, effective node elevation and effective water methods were used for this purpose.

iv) Compute the Morison load corresponding to its water particle kinematics.

v) Compute the quasi-static response using Equation (17) and Equation (18) from Morison’s nodal loads.

\[
\text{Base Shear, } BS = \sum_{i=1}^{NF} [F_i \times \Delta l_i] \quad (17)
\]

\[
\text{Overturning Moment, } OTM = \sum_{i=1}^{NF} [F_i \times \Delta l_i \times z_i] \quad (18)
\]

where \(NF\) is the number of nodal force, \(F_i\) is Morison’s force per unit length at node \(i\), \(\Delta l_i\) is the length of member associated with node \(i\), and \(z_i\) is the elevation of node \(i\) from seabed. In one complete cycle of response records, the maximum value is considered as the extreme response values.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Effect of Current Loading on 100-year Extreme Structural Responses**

As previously mentioned, the aim of this study is to investigate the effects of current loading for the prediction of 100-year responses from different simulating methods of
water particle kinematics. The comparison was carried out using different current conditions (0m/s, +0.9m/s and -0.9m/s) at the different level of significant wave heights, \( H_s \) (5m, 10m, and 15m) values. The analysis was made on a quasi-static structural response calculated using rough cylindrical surface condition where the coefficients of drag and inertia for both surface conditions were based on the standard code of practice [27].

**Absence of Current (\( \bar{u} = 0.0\text{m/s} \))**

In this section, different methods of simulating water particle kinematics are studied without considering the current effect. Results in Table 1 are expressed in terms of a ratio of the 100-year extreme responses magnitude for the ease of discussion. The ratios of extreme responses were compared to Wheeler stretching as recommended by the American Petroleum Institute [27] for offshore practice. Hence, it is reasonable to look into the difference this method had with its counterparts.

Table 1. Ratios of simulated total extreme responses without current (\( \bar{u} = +0.0\text{m/s} \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>( H_s = 5\text{m} )</th>
<th>( H_s = 10\text{m} )</th>
<th>( H_s = 15\text{m} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>OTM</td>
<td>BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler stretching</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective water depth</td>
<td>1.174</td>
<td>1.240</td>
<td>1.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective node elevation</td>
<td>1.175</td>
<td>1.241</td>
<td>1.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical stretching</td>
<td>1.222</td>
<td>1.311</td>
<td>1.341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was a reasonably significant difference discovered between the magnitude of extreme responses simulated using all four different methods of simulating wave kinematics. From Table 1, the results indicate that the greatest difference is found from vertical stretching and Wheeler stretching, irrespective of the significant wave height. The difference between these methods ranges from 22% to 41% when simulated at 5m, 10m and 15m of wave heights. Since the previous discussion found the critical magnitude of extreme responses at the highest wave height condition, further analysis was directed towards the simulated extreme responses at 15m wave height. The short-term probability distribution of extreme base shear and overturning moment (\( H_s = 15\text{m} \) without presence of current) are illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. From the observations, vertical stretching is found to lead the highest magnitude of 100-year extreme responses while Wheeler stretching is at its lowest. This observation is promising since some studies have found that Wheeler stretching tends to underestimate water particle kinematics in the near-surface while vertical stretching overestimates it. Furthermore, both efficient methods were found to lie in between vertical and Wheeler stretching. However, these two methods were found to lean more towards vertical stretching; where effective node elevation showed a little bit more variation from Wheeler stretching than its counterpart; the effective water depth method. Different methods of simulating water particle kinematics have also shown a great consistency for both cases of simulated extreme base shear and overturning moment. It can then be concluded that in general, the magnitude of extreme response is directly proportional to the significant wave heights; where the magnitude of extreme response is higher when simulated at higher significant wave heights. Therefore, in this study, a higher significant wave height of 15m was the most crucial case above others, since it led to a much significant impact on the magnitude of...
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extreme response. It is to be reminded that the magnitude of extreme response is one critical consideration in the design and analysis of offshore structure.

From Figure 3, vertical stretching is found to differ by about 26% from Wheeler stretching; which is equivalent to 2,147MN of difference in magnitude of extreme base shear. On the other hand, both effective methods followed differ by 21% (effective water depth) and 22% (effective node elevation). The same observation can be made in the case of the simulated overturning moment at the same wave height as in Figure 4. However, the difference is much critical with 34% of difference resulted from vertical and Wheeler stretching; which is equivalent to 23,450 MN.m of difference in magnitude of the extreme overturning moment. Overall, the outputs from Table 1 show vertical stretching was found to differ from the Wheeler stretching method by up to 41% (for the case overturning moment at $H_s = 10m$). This variation is followed by effective node elevation and effective water depth. The differences are consistent when the 100-year extreme responses are simulated at lower $H_s$ values (e.g., 5m and 10m). From this table, it can be seen that the difference in magnitude of extreme responses at lower $H_s$ values, particularly at 5m, may not be as critical as it was at 10m and 15m of wave heights. However, it is still a primary concern considering the difference in magnitude of extreme responses is too significant and non-negligible. Since the problem is inherent from different methods of simulating water particle kinematics, it would inevitably affect the magnitude of extreme responses to be used in the design and analysis of offshore structure.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3. Probability distribution of extreme base shear simulated at $H_s=15m$, $Current=0.00m/s$, $T=128s$ & 1000 sample records.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the probability distribution of drag-induced and inertial-induced extreme base shear simulated at $H_s = 15m$ with no current consideration. From Figure 5, the difference between vertical stretching and Wheeler stretching for the drag-induced extreme base shear is about 20.31%; this is equivalent to 2,110MN and is an
integral contributor to the total extreme base shear which has 2,147MN of difference in magnitude of extreme base shear as in Figure 3. In contrast, Figure 6 shows that the difference between vertical stretching and Wheeler stretching for the inertial-induced extreme base shear is calculated at only 3.80%; where it is corresponding to only 84MN.m. This shows that the contribution of inertial-induced responses is minimal.

Figure 4. Probability distribution of extreme overturning moment simulated at $H_s=15m$, Current=0.00m/s, $T=128s$ & 1000 sample records.

Figure 5. Probability distribution of drag-induced extreme base shear simulated at $H_s=15m$, Current=0.00m/s, $T=128s$ & 1000 sample records.
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A comparison can be made from both plotted distribution, where it can be clearly seen that drag-induced extreme responses are much more dominant than the inertial-induced extreme responses. This means that drag-induced extreme response has a greater contribution to the simulated total-extreme extreme responses as in Figure 3 for the case of extreme base shear. This is reasonable and can be reflected by the drag component of the Morison equation, which is proportional to a square of instantaneous wave’s velocity \[33\]. Inertial element, on the other hand, is in phase with the local wave’s acceleration.

Figure 6: Probability distribution of inertial-induced extreme base shear simulated at \(H_s=15\) m, \(Current=0.00\) m/s, \(T=128\) s & 1000 sample records.

**Positive Current (\(\vec{u} = +0.9\) m/s)**
When a positive current effect was included in the analysis, the current magnitude of +0.9 m/s was incorporated. The simulated extreme responses are tabulated in Table 2. From the results, the positive current effect has shown similar findings as to when no current effect is considered in the analysis. The variation of different methods of simulating water particle kinematics has achieved consistency at all different levels of wave heights and type of responses. Vertical stretching is found to differ the most from Wheeler stretching at different wave heights, ranging from 8% to 17% difference. The percentage difference is found to be lower than the previous condition. However, it is to be reminded that the magnitude of extreme responses simulated with positive current effect is considerably higher than other current conditions. Thus, the difference in magnitude of extreme responses might as well be huge. The probability distributions of the extreme base shear and overturning moment from different methods of simulating wave kinematics for the positive current condition (+0.90m/sec) are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. From the plotted distribution, a similar conclusion can be made. Vertical stretching has the highest magnitude of extreme base shear while Wheeler stretching remains at its lowest. Effective node elevation is tracked at the second highest...
and trailed by its corresponding efficient method; the effective water depth method, by a small variation. From Figure 7, it can be clearly seen that the difference in gap between the probability distributions of extreme base shear is not as much as in the previous current case.

![Figure 7](image_url)

Figure 7. Probability distribution of extreme base shear simulated at $H_s=15m$, Current=$+0.90m/s$, $T=128s$ & 1000 sample records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$H_s = 5m$</th>
<th>$H_s = 10m$</th>
<th>$H_s = 15m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS OTM</td>
<td>BS OTM</td>
<td>BS OTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler stretching</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective water depth</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>1.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective node elevation</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>1.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical stretching</td>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>1.122</td>
<td>1.119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination of the ratios in Table 2 shows that the vertical stretching is found to differ by 11% from Wheeler stretching; that is equal to about 1,670MN. Both effective water depth and node elevation are found to trail at 8% and 9% difference, respectively. The same observation is made for the case of the simulated overturning moment as in Figure 8. The difference is much higher at 17%, resulted from vertical and Wheeler stretching; that is equivalent to 197,000MN.m of difference in magnitude of the extreme overturning moment. Both effective water depth and node elevation are trailed to vary by 12% and 13%, respectively. A similar observation can be made when an analysis was made at lower significant wave heights; however, referring to Table 2, the difference is not as critical as at high significant wave heights [34].
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Figure 8. Probability distribution of extreme overturning moment simulated at $H_s=15m$, Current=+0.90m.s, $T=128s$ & 1000 sample records.

Negative Current ($\bar{u} = -0.9m/s$)
In the analysis where a negative current loading was considered, the magnitude of -0.9m/s was incorporated. The ratios of the simulated extreme responses are presented in Table 3. This table shows that negative current leads to the lowest magnitude of 100-year extreme responses that its counterparts; the no current and positive current conditions. Further observation of the results shows that although it has a lower magnitude of simulated extreme responses, the results lead to the highest percentage difference. This can be clearly seen as vertical stretching has significantly differed from Wheeler stretching in the range of 26% to 83% difference in magnitude of extreme responses, throughout 5m, 10m and 15m of significant wave heights [34].

Table 3. Ratios of simulated total extreme response with negative current ($\bar{u} = -0.9m/s$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$H_s = 5m$</th>
<th>$H_s = 10m$</th>
<th>$H_s = 15m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>OTM</td>
<td>BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler stretching</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective water depth</td>
<td>1.264</td>
<td>1.374</td>
<td>1.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective node elevation</td>
<td>1.262</td>
<td>1.372</td>
<td>1.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical stretching</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>1.573</td>
<td>1.534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 represents the probability distribution of extreme base shear simulated at a critical wave height of 15 m. A similar observation can be made for this current condition as in the no current and positive current conditions, where vertical stretching has the highest distribution of extreme base shear and followed by the two effective methods. Wheeler stretching remains at the lowest distribution.
Figure 9. Probability distribution of extreme base shear simulated at $H_s=15$m, $Current=-0.90$m.s, $T=128$s & 1000 sample records.

Figure 10. Probability distribution of extreme overturning moment simulated at $H_s=15$m, $Current=-0.90$m.s, $T=128$s & 1000 sample records.
There is clearly a huge gap in the probability distribution of extreme base shear between all different methods observed in this current condition. A comparable observation can be made when the analysis is made at lower significant wave heights ($H_s = 5m$); however, in reference to Table 3, the difference is not as critical as at high significant wave heights ($H_s = 15m$). As an example, Figure 9 shows that vertical stretching differs from Wheeler stretching by 69%; where it is corresponding to 2,472MN of difference in magnitude of extreme base shear. This is followed by effective water depth and node elevation at 53% and 56% of the variation, respectively. For the simulated extreme overturning moment as in Figure 10, the same remarks can be made, where the difference is a little bit higher for vertical stretching at 83% of the difference from the Wheeler stretching method; this is equivalent to about 274,600MN.m of difference in the magnitude of the extreme overturning moment. Effective water depth and node elevation trailed at 61% and 64% difference, respectively.

**CONCLUSIONS**

a) LRWT is an often used method to calculate water particle kinematics; although it is able to predict sensible kinematics at points below MWL, it may not be the case for prediction at the near-surface or points above the MWL. The problem is the rapid growth of water particle kinematics, particularly for high-frequency wave component.

b) Empirical methods have been introduced as the means to provide a better representation of water particle kinematics in the near-surface. Some of the most often used methods are such as Wheeler stretching, vertical stretching, delta stretching and linear extrapolation methods. Although these methods are introduced to predict more sensible kinematics at points above MWL, yet their respective results differ significantly, one from another.

c) Examination of the ratios in Table 1 (without current), Table 2 (positive current) and Table 3 (negative current) indicates that in all cases, the vertical method has the highest ratios and that the ratios for effective node elevation and effective water depth methods are between those from Wheeler and vertical stretching methods.

d) As observed, for all current cases, the highest vertical ratios for zero, positive and negative current cases are 1.414, 1.175 and 1.831, respectively. It is observed that even for positive-current cases, the difference between Wheeler and vertical stretching predictions is quite high and cannot be neglected. Same ratios from the effective water depth procedure are 1.33, 1.138 and 1.611, respectively. In view of the general belief that the vertical stretching method can over-predict the responses, the effective water depth procedure seems to be more suitable for practical application.

e) It is also observed that the ratios are closer to unity for the positive current cases. This is because current is the same for both Wheeler and vertical stretching methods. Since the current is positive, a certain fixed amount will be added to wave-induced horizontal water particle velocities and hence the ratio between water particle velocity (current + wave-induced) from Wheeler to that from vertical stretching will be closer to unity as a result of the addition of the current.

f) The opposite effect explains why in the case of negative current, the ratios have reduced and the differences between Wheeler and vertical stretching predictions have become larger. Overall, it can be concluded that the differences between 100-
year predictions from the Wheeler and the vertical stretching methods are too large to be neglected and therefore, further investigation is necessary to resolve this problem. In the meantime, the use of effective water depth procedure is recommended.

g) For all current conditions, the difference in magnitude of extreme responses when simulated using various methods of simulating water particle kinematics is relatively substantial and should not be neglected. Vertical stretching is found to differ significantly from Wheeler stretching, although these methods are the most often used methods in offshore practice. American Petroleum Institute [27][27] recommends Wheeler stretching, while vertical stretching is desirable due to its efficiency. Efficient methods, on the other hand, offer an alternative as they lie in between the vertical and Wheeler stretching. These methods offer a better option for better estimation of water particle kinematics and efficiency in computation.

h) In this study, the investigation was carried out based on short simulated records (128 seconds). However, it is commonly assumed that a sea state lasts for a few hours (say 3 hours). This does not cause any problem as the probability distribution of the extreme values during a 3 hour period can be obtained by assuming that the extreme values of successive short segments (128 seconds) are statistically independent from each other.

i) It would be desirable to extend this study to investigate the effects on the long-term probability distribution of extreme responses as a much accurate 100-year extreme response can be produced in comparison to the short-term probability distribution of extreme responses, which was used in this study as a preliminary study. Furthermore, the results of this study can be compared with a high-quality laboratory and field data in order to obtain their accuracy when compared to measured data. Other than that, they could also be compared to more accurate nonlinear models such as the Hybrid Wave Model (HWM).
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